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1. INTRODUCTION 
(1.1) Consider a matrix 9 = (Xi,), GIG P,l G jG y of indeterminates 
over a domain k, where ZL, v E N. It is known that the size p minors of ~8 
generate a prime ideal Z,(B) in k[B], where p E N, 1 < p < min(p, v). This 
follows from “the second main theorem of invariat theory” (cf. [7, p. 701 
and an explanation in [2, p. 10241). There are also other proofs of this 
result. (See, e.g., [l, p. 153; 2, p. 10241). 
One may consider the corresponding problem for a “ladder” 9 con- 
tained in L% (cf. Definition (3.2)), i.e., a subset of 9 of the type 
I I 
The main question is if every “ladder determinantal variety” is irreducible, 
i.e., the size p minors of 9 generate a prime ideal ZP(9) in k[dP] for any 
p 6 min(j4 v). 
This question arose in Abhyankar’s study of the singularities of Schubert 
varieties of Flag manifolds. The ladders that arose in his study were “one- 
sided” ladders, i.e., ladders of the type: 
L--.-J 
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He proved the irreducibility of the corresponding ladder determinantal 
varieties for 
(1) p = 2, any one-sided ladder. 
(2) Any p, rectangles, or one-sided one-step ladders, or special 
one-sided two-step ladders as follows: 
(1.2) We came to know the problem and the above results from 
Abhyankar. During our work on the general case for one-sided ladders, 
Giusti proposed an interesting approach to the problem: as a key step one 
shows that the size p minors of a rectangle 9 form a “standard basis” of 
Z,(S) (cf. [3] or [4] for the definition of a standard basis of an ideal). In 
this article we achieve this (Corollary (3.4)) and thus establish the 
irreducibility of ladder determinantal varieties for all ladders, one sided or 
two sided. 
(1.3) We shall describe this article in detail. Let the indeterminates 
(Xij> be ordered “lexicographically” and then let monomials in (X,} be 
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ordered lexicographically (cf. Definition (2.1)). Let the leading form of a 
polynomial with respect to the above order be called its exponent (cf. 
Definition (2.2)). Note that the exponent of a minor is its principal 
diagonal (cf. Lemma (2.3)). 
The main result of Section 2 and the cornerstone of this article which 
establishes that the size p minors of W form a “standard basis” of Z,(a) is 
(2.45) THEOREM. Let m, n be monomials of degree r in k[92] and let M, 
N be size p minors of 92 such that exp(mM) = exp(nN). Then we can write 
mM-nN= i (f)ajAi, 
i= I 
where ai are monomials of degree r in k [B!‘], Ai are size p minors of 2 and 
exp(a,A,) > exp(mM) for all i. 
We prove it by considering three cases. In the first case we use multiple 
Laplace development of a determinant and in the other two cases we use 
induction on r and Lemma (2.4), i.e., the “compatability” of < and 
product of monomials. 
In Section 3, using Theorem (2.45), we prove 
(3.1) THEOREM. Zf 0 E Z,(9), then exp(M) 1 exp(8) for some size p minor 
Mof 9. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. The size p minors of a ladder dp form a standard 
basis for Z,(Y) (e.g., if 9 = 92). 
In Section 4, using Theorem (3.1) we prove 
(4.1) THEOREM. Z,(.Y)= Z,(S?)n k[9]. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Z,(P) is prime. 
To prove (4.1), we use induction on exponents, and the definition of lad- 
ders. Theorem (4.2) follows from the primality of Z,(B) (cf. [ 1, 2 or 71). 
We would like to remark here that for p = 2, the proof of Theorem (3.1) 
is an immediate consequence of the “pigeonhole principle” (cf. [S] ), the 
definition of determinants and the primality of Z,(B). 
(1.4) Some parts of this article are of a highly combinatorial 
nature and the reader may want to postpone reading them until necessary. 
The following may be a convenient sequence: 
(1) Definition (3.2), statement of (3.3), statements and proofs of 
c(4.11, (4.2)1, 
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(2) Definitions [(2.2), (2.3)], statements of [(2.44), (2.45)], 
statements and proof of (3.1). 
(3) Parts of Section 2: Some suggestions are given at the beginning 
of Section 2. 
(1.5) It may be possible to extend the technique in this article to 
prove 
CONJECTURE. Monomials of degree r in size p minors of a ladder 9 form 
a standard basis for [1,(2’)]‘. 
The above may be useful in generalizing the primary decomposition 
given in [l] (cf. [l, p. 1601) for powers of I,(.!%) to powers of I,(9). 
The ring k[B?]/l,(B?) is known to be Cohen-Macaulay (cf. [2, p. 10241 
or [6]). More generally, one may consider the following. 
QUESTION. Is k [ P’]/I,,( 9) Cohen-Macaulay for every two-sided ladder 
Lf? 
It may be very useful to find a proof of Theorem (2.44) in “smaller 
steps,” without using multiple Laplace development of a determinant 
(which was our original approach as proposed by M. Giusti), i.e., 
given m, n, M, N as in Theorem (2.44), first prove that for 
some A,, exp(A , ) 1 exp(mM - nN). Now supposing exp(mM - nlv) = 
( + ) a1 exp(A , ), consider mM - nN T a, A, and prove that for some A 2, 
exp(A 2) 1 exp(mM - nN r a i A, ), and the proof will be finished if one can 
repeat the above procedure. 
(1.6) We are extremely grateful to Abhyankar, Giusti, 
Narasimhan, Moh, and Huneke. We came to know the problem from 
Abhyankar. He also suggested an improvement in the proof. The idea that 
lexicographic orders may be used to prove this result is that of Giusti and 
statement (3.4) was proposed by him. The suggestions and encouragement 
of Moh were invaluable. We also thank Elizabeth Young for excellent 
typing. 
2. IDENTITIES INVOLVING MINORS 
The main results of this section are Theorems (2.44) and (2.45). The rest 
of the section is developed to prove these. 
First, we describe the contents of this section. In (2.1) we define two 
lexicographic partial orders on the indeterminates {X,} and extend them 
to monomials in {Xii}. In (2.2) to (2.5), we discuss some properties of 
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these partial orders and the corresponding leading forms (called 
“exponents”), in particular, the compatibility of product with <, which 
has been used in the proof of some important results: Theorems (2.44) and 
(2.45). 
Given the hypothesis of Theorem (2.44), we want to consider a square 
matrix D (Definition (2.14)), such that exp(mM) is “a term” in det D. To 
make this precise and for other record-keeping pruposes, we define several 
maps T, 6, 7*, rr*, w and discuss their properties in (2.6) to (2.13) which 
are used frequently throughout the rest of this section. 
In (2.15) we give certain definitions which classify positions of indeter- 
minates occurring inside exp(mM) according to whether they are in the 
upper-lower, closed-open triangle of the square matrix D, determined by 
its principal diagonal. The proof of the main results ((2.44) and (2.45)) is 
given essentially by considering three cases, and to specify these cases, the 
above definition as well as Definition (2.16) is required. Roughly speaking, 
in the first case, positions of inderterminates occurring in m (cf. (2.44)) are 
contained in one of the closed triangles in D determined by the principal 
diagonal of D, equivalently, positions of indeterminates occurring in IZ are 
contained in one of these closed triangles (cf. Corollary (2.19)). In the third 
case, each of the open triangles of D contains positions of indeterminates 
occurring in m as well as those occurring in n. The second case is a border- 
ing case of the rough description of case (1). 
Lemmas (2.23) and (2.24), Theorem (2.25) and Corollary (2.26) cover 
the proof of theorem (2.44) in case (I), and Lemmas (2.17), (2.20), and 
(2.21), and Corollaries (2.18) and (2.19) are required for this purpose. 
Lemma (2.34) essentially proves Theorem (2.44) in case (2) and 
Definitions (2.27) and (2.31), Lemmas (2.28)-(2.30) and (2.32), and 
Corollary (2.33) are required in (2.34). 
Theorem (2.43) essentially proves Theorem (2.44) in case (3) and Lem- 
mas (2.35)-(2.37) and (2.39)-(2.42) and Definition (2.38) are required in 
(2.43). 
We now begin with some definitions. 
(2.1) DEFINITIONS. We define several partial orders < rI < ~ as follows: 
xij < r xkl if (i<k) or (i=kandj<I). 
xij < cxkl if (j<f) or (j=Iandi<k). 
where X,lj, d,Xi2j2<r... d,X,, and Xk,,, GrX,,,* <,“’ <rXkrl, if 
either s < t or s = t and for some u such that 1 <U < S, 
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The corresponding definition for < (’ is obtained by replacing (: r by < L’ in 
the above definition. 
By a monomial we mean a monomial in the {Xii}, G ;< Pc,l G jG y with coef- 
ficient 1. 
Leading forms of various kinds are very important in investigations 
about polynomials and power series. The leading forms with respect o < 
will be called exponents. More precisely, letting F= xi cifi be a polynomial 
where ci are nonzero constants and fi are monomials, we define 
(2.2) DEFINITION. With the above notation, the r-exponent of F, 
abbreviated as exp,(F), is defined as min <, { fi} and the c-exponent of F, 
abbreviated as exp,(F), is defined as min < ( {fj}. 
(Note that < r and < c are in fact total orders.) 
(2.3) LEMMA. If A4 is a size p minor of W obtained by taking the rows 
i, <i, < ... <ip and columns j, < j, < ... < j, of 2, then exp,(M) = 
exp,.(M) = Xi, j, Xi, j2. . . X,,“. 
Proof: Obvious. i 
(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose that f, g, h are monoimials. Then f < r g (resp. 
f < (’ g), if and only if f h < r gh (resp. f h < (’ gh). 
Proof: Obvious. 1 
(2.5) COROLLARY. If F, G are polynomials, then exp,(FG)= 
exp,(F) . exp,(G) and exp,.(FG) = exp,.(F). exp,.(G). 
Proof Obvious. 1 
We will define maps z, 0, 5*, cr*, w as follows: 
Let r, p E N. Let m, n be coprime monomials of degree r. Let M, N be 
size p minors of 9?. Note that exp,(mM) = rn. exp,(M) = m . exp,(M) 
(by Lemma (2.3)), = exp,.(mM). Let exp(mM) = exp,(mM). Suppose 
exp(mM)=exp(nl\r)=e.LetE={Xij:XijIe}.Letq=p+r.ForanytEN, 
let N, = (1, 2,..., t}. Note that m and exp(M) are coprime because of the 
assumption that m, n are coprime and exp(mM) = exp(ni\r). 
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(2.6) DEFINITION. With the above notation we define the maps CI, 8, 0, 
T, CT*, z*, as follows: 
Nq , NO 
w 
Let o(l)=min,,E, and for i32, 
a(i) = mm (E/{o(l) ,..., a(i- 1))). 
Let z(l)=min,~ E, and for i>,2, 
r(i)=mm (E\{r(l) ,..., z(i- 1))). 
Let cr(Xjj) = i, fl(X,,) = j, (T * = a 0 (T, r* = flo z. Note that (T and r are bijec- 
tions. Let W=Z~‘DCT. 
It may be convenient to skip Lemmas (2.7))(2.12) and Corollary (2.13) 
in the first reading. In (2.7) we prove that the maps CT, 0 -I, r, r -~ ’ are 
increasing and in (2.8) we prove that (r*, T* are nondecreasing. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let i, jE N,. Then i < j if and only if a(i) < .a(j) if and 
only if T(i) < ,.T( j). 
Proof: Obvious. 1 
(2.8) LEMMA. Ifi, jEN,, i< j, then a*(i)<a*(j) and T*(i)<z*(j). 
Proof. Obvious. [ 
In (2.9) and (2.10), respectively, we prove that at most two rows 
(columns) of D can be equal and in that case they have to be successive. 
(cf. Definition (2.14) of D.) 
(2.9) LEMMA. For any iE N,, we have Card(cr-‘{ i}) < 2 and for any 
jEN,, we have Card(p-‘(j})<2. 
Proof. Since rn. exp(M) = n. exp( N), and since m, n are coprime, 
therefore m I exp(N). By Lemma (2.3), if X,, X,, 1 exp(N), and X, # Xk,, 
then i # k and j # 1. Hence the above statement is also true when exp( N) is 
replaced by m. Now the proof is obvious. 1 
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(2.10) LEMMA. Suppose Card(a-‘(i))=2, and (a*))‘({i})= {j<k}. 
Then k-j=l. (Similarly, ifCard(PP’(i})=2, and (z*)-‘({i})= {j<k}, 
then k-j= 1.) 
ProoJ Suppose k-j> 2. Then there is some t such that j< t <k. 
Hence i = a*(j) < a*(t) < o*(k) = i by Lemma (2.8). It follows that 
a*(t)=& Card(cr-‘(i))>,3, which is a contradiction to Lemma(2.9). 1 
In (2.11) we discuss the relative positions inside the matrix D (cf. 
Definition (2.14)) of two indeterminates whose row (or column) indices are 
equal, and in (2.13) we give a restriction on such a pair of indeterminates. 
(2.11) LEMMA. Suppose Card(cc-‘{i})=2, and (a*)-‘({i})= {jck}. 
Then o(j)<o(k). (Similarly if Card(fi--‘{i})=2, (T*)-'({i})= {jck}, 
then o-‘(j) <w-‘(k).) 
Remark. Diagrammatically, the lemma can be represented as follows 
(cf. Definition (2.14)): 
L_ I 
Proof of (2.11). We prove the first statement. o(j) = A’,,., a(k) = X,, 
for some j’ and k’. By Lemma (2.8), j’ <k’, hence j’ <k’. It follows 
that X,, < JikV. Furthermore, by Lemma (2.7), w(j) = T-'(X~) < 
T-'(&)= CO(k). 1 
Let g = gcd(exp(M), exp(N)). 
(2.12) LEMMA. If Xii 1 g, X,, E E, and Xii # Xk,, then either i < k, j< I or 
i>k, j>l. 
Proqfi Obvious since m . exp( M) = exp( mM) = exp(nN) = n exp( A’). 1 
(2.13) COROLLARY. Zf X,; 1 g, then 
Card(a*))‘( {i}) = Card(z*))‘( { j}) = 1. 
Proof: Obvious. m 
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(2.14) DEFINITION. Fixing &I, N, m, n as above, let D be a size q square 
submatrix of B? defined by Dij = X~.~i~r.~,~ for i, Jo N,. 
In the following definition, P refers to the principal diagonal of D, 
d.(J,) to the upper (upper closed) triangle of D and AL(ZL) to the lower 
(lower closed) triangle of D. Each “position” (a-‘(i), r-‘(j)) coming from 
Xi, E E lies on some of the regions A,, a,, A,, AL, and P. 
(2.15) DEFINITIONS. We define 
6, = {iENy:cO(i)<i}, 
d,=(i~N~:~(i)<i), 
dL = {iEN,:o(i)>i}, 
A, = {iENy:m(i)>i}, 
P= {iEN,:o(i)=i}. 
(2.16) DEFINITION. For any monomial A let C(f) = {X,, : Xlj ) f }. 
It may be convenient to skip the proofs of Lemma (2.17) and Corollaries 
(2.18) and (2.19) in the first reading. 
(2.17) LEMMA. Supposep, F, g~bJ(, q=p+r, 
A={A, <A,< ... <A,}cNq, 
B=(B, <B,< ... <B,}cNq, 
C=N,\A={C, <C,< ... <Cp}, 
D= N4\B= (0, <D, < ... <D,}. 
Moreover if A i < Bi for all i, then C,y > D, for all s. 
ProoJ: Let A0 =O, A,, , = CO. Then the intervals [A, - j+ 1, 
A ,+, -j-l], where O<j<r, are disjoint intervals covering N4. 
Moreover, for any s E N,, C, = s + j(s), where 
SE CAjcs, -j(s)+ 1, Ajcsl+I -j(s)- 11. 
Similarly for any s EN,, D, = s + k(s), where 
s E C&c,, - 4s) + 1, B/c(s) +1 -k(s) - 1 I. 
Since Aj(,, Q Bjcs,, therefore k(s) d j(s). Therefore, D, = s + k(s) d 
s+jj(s)= c,. [ 
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(2.18) COROLLARY. aP1[C(m)]Ca,*a-‘[C(expM)]cJ,. 
Proof: Obvious, by taking F= r, p= p, S= q, A = aP1[C(m)] and 
B = 7 -‘[C(m)], since m and exp(M) are coprime, as explained before 
Definition (2.16). 
(2.19) COROLLARY. CJ -‘[C(m)] ca, ifand only ifa-‘[C(n)] ~3,. 
Proof. Obvious. 1 
In Lemma (2.20) we discuss the relative positions in D of two indeter- 
minates with the same rows (or columns) under the assumption that 
a-‘[C(m)] c,?,. The reader may skip the proof of (2.20) in the first 
reading, and if the diagrams in (2.20) are clear, he may skip (2.20) com- 
pletely in the first reading. 
(2.20) LEMMA. Suppose a-‘[C(m)] c a,, Card(cr-‘{ i}) = 2, and 
cc-‘{i} = {X,.,X,~}, h w ere j’ < k’. Then exactly one of the following is true: 
(1) X,. E C(n), X,, E C(m). 
(2) X,EC(m), X,, EC(n), 61(XlY), a-‘(Xik.)E P. 
(Similarly suppose o-‘[C(m)] c JU, Card(p-‘{i}) = 2, and B-‘(i) = 
{ Xf,, X,si}, where j’ <k’. Then exactly one of the following is true: 
(1*) X,,; E C(m), Xkri E C(n). 
(2*) Xfi e C(n), X,.i E C(m), K’(&,), cr-l(X,,i)E P.) 
Remark. Diagrammatically this lemma can be represented as follows: 
Ill 
! 
cl, 
” 
Y?!Llil 
” 
m 
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Proof of (2.20). We prove the first statement. By Corollary (2.13), X,., 
Xikf E C(m) u C(n). Moreover, since m 1 exp(N), exactly one of XiY, X,, is 
in C(m) and exactly one in C(n). If X,’ E C(m), Xik, E C(n), then 
a-‘(xlJ6T-‘(Xij~) since 6’[C(m)] cii, 
and by Corollary (2.19), 
a-‘(X,,) 3 T-‘(xik’). 
Since j’ < k’, therefore XV < ,X,, and X,,, < cX,k,. Hence by Lemma (2.7) 
C’(Xij’) < a-‘(Xjk’) and zP’(XV.) < t-‘(X,,.). Also, by Lemma (2.10), 
o-‘(X1,,) = oP’(Xii.) + 1. It follows that 
6 ‘(Xl,4 < T-‘(x,f) 
A A 
0 -‘(Xik.)=~-‘(Xii’)+ 13Z~‘(X,~). 
Therefore u~‘(X~~)=T-~‘(X~) and aP’(X,,)=zP’(X,,), i.e., oP’(Xii.), 
a-‘(X,,) E P. 1 
Consider a pair of indeterminates whose positions in D are 
“antidiagonal” (i.e., the line segment in D connecting them has positive 
slope) to each other. In Lemma (2.21), we prove that one of these indeter- 
minates occurs in m and one in n and their positions are as shown in the 
diagram. It may be convenient to skip (2.21), if the diagrams are clear. 
(2.21) LEMMA. Suppose ap’[C(m)] c6,, 
Xij, XH E E, ~-lwi,)<~-‘wkl), and t-‘(X,)>t-‘(X,,). 
Then Xii E C(m) and X,, E C(n). 
Remark. Diagrammatically, this can be represented as 
Proof of (2.21). By Lemma (2.12), neither of X, and X,, can belong to 
C-‘(g). Also, since m 1 exp(N), and n 1 exp(M), not both can belong to 
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C’(m), and not both can belong to C-‘(n), by Lemma (2.3). But if 
Xij E C(n) and X,, E C(m), then 
a-‘(X,j)3Z-1(Xij) 
A v 
a-‘(x,,) G z-‘(X,,), 
which is a contradiction. Hence Xi, E C(m) and X,, E C(n). m 
Let oP’[C(m)]ca,. Let for any i such that Card(a-‘{i})=2, con- 
clusion (1) of Lemma (2.20) hold, and let for any i such that 
Card(p-‘{i})=2, conclusion (1 *) of Lemma (2.20) hold. Let this be called 
Case 1. 
(2.22) DEFINITION. In Case 1 as defined above, let b be a size q square 
matrix defined by 
d,j=o if i~o-‘[C(m)] andjErr’[C(n)] 
= Dij otherwise. 
Remark. Diagrammatically, this definition can be represented as 
We now give a procedure to obtain the identity (# ) of Theorem (2.44) 
in Case 1. 
We expand det(b) by multiple Laplace development according to the 
following row blocks: 
{4 )> (~z),...> {ir}, N,\L 
where I= {i, <i, < ... < ir} =a-‘[C(m)], to get, 
det fi = I( + ) Bilk1 aizkz . . . b,, . c(k), k= (k,, kz,..., kj, (*I 
k 
where c(k) denotes the cofactor of {fi;,k,, fihk *,..., diA,} in b, and DiIk,, 
BiZk2 )...t b,, are all nonzero. Also we expand det(b) by multiple Laplace 
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development according to the following column blocks: {j,}, {j,},..., (jr}, 
N,\J, where J= {j, <j, < ... <jr} =T-‘[C(n)], to get, 
detd=C(~)B,,i,bkziz... B/c,, . c(k), k= {k,, b,...,kr} (**) 
k 
where c(k) denotes the cofactor of {B,, j,, fikzj2 ,..., bk,j,} in a, and d,, j,, 
Bk, j2?-.‘? Dkrj, are all nonzero. 
Lemmas (2.23) and (2.24) Theorem (2.25) and Corollary (2.26) cover 
the proof of Theorem (2.44) in Case 1. 
(2.23) LEMMA. Zf we put k, =o(i,), k, =o(&),..., k, =w(i,) wirh 
reference to (* ), then 
ailkl Di2kl ’ ’ ’ 6,,, . c(k) = mM. 
Similarly, if we put k, =w~‘(j,), k, =o-‘(j2),..., k, =wp’(jr) with 
reference to (* *), then 
ak ,.,, DkZj2 ‘..d,, .c(k)=n.N. 
Moreover, the signs of these two terms in (*) and (**) are the same. 
Proof. Obvious. i 
(2.24) LEMMA. Consider a term on the right-hand side of (*) or ( ** ), say 
si,k,bi2k2. . bi,k, . c(k). Then the matrix corresponding to c(k) has all non- 
zero entries. 
Proof: Suppose bij is an entry in the matrix corresponding to c(k) 
which is 0. Hence in I. But since c(k) is the cofactor of 
{brlk,, b;zk *,..., a,,,} in D, i$ Z, which is a contradiction. 1 
Equating the right-hand sides of (*) and (**), and after bringing mM 
and nN on the left-hand side, and bringing all the remaining terms to the 
right-hand side, we get, 
mM-nN=x(+)aiAi, (***I 
where each a, is a nonzero monomial of degree r and each Ai is a size p 
minor of 9. 
b 
(2.25) THEOREM. Let o*eS,, the permutation group on N,. Suppose 
lo*(l) fi20*(2, . . . Byw*(y) # 0. Then 
b lw(l) L(2) . . . &(q) < rL*(1)ko*(2) . . . RpJ*(q). 
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Proof Let cr(E)={cl,<~<... <a,}. For l<i<t, let Bi= 
(a*)-l((,xi}). By Lemma (2.9), Card(B,)E { 1,2}, for each i. For each i, 
1 < i 6 t, let Ri = B, u B2 u ‘. U Bi- 1. 
For any W E S, and any set S = {s,, s2 ,..., s,} = N,, let 
L(s) = &,w(S,)&&) . . . &fi(S”). 
For each i, 1 < id t, let 
T;=(o~S,:~~~~~(~,)#Oando)R~=oIRi}. 
It is enough to prove that for each i, 1 d ib t, 
and if b B,w(B,) =Lm,, 
where 0 E T;, then 
0 1 Bi=o 1 B;. (*i) 
For arbitrary i with 1 < id t, suppose Card(B,) = 1. Let Bi = {j}. For 
any k with 16 k <o(j), if w-‘(k) > j, then by Lemma (2.21), i?J-wci, EC(m) 
and 8,,- ,(k,k E C(n), consequently aik = 0. Hence we have proved (*i) 
unless w(j) + 1 E (z*)-‘[r*(w(j))]. In the later case, by Lemma (2.20), 
r(W(j))E C(m), r(w(j)+ 1)~ C(n) (since (2) and (2*) have been avoided), 
consequently, Djtwc j)+ , , = 0. Hence we have completely proved (*i) if 
Card(B,) = 1. 
Now suppose Card(B,) = 2. Let Bi = {j, j + 1 }. By Lemma (2.1 l), 
$A < dj+ 11, and by Lemma (2.20) bjocj, E C(n) and 
Drj+,,cw(i+,), EC(~). For any k with l<k<w(j), if w-‘(k)> j+l, 
then B,ml(k)k 4 C(exp(M)) since j < oP ‘(k) and w(j) > k; also, 
RI- l(k)k $ C(exp(N)) since j + 1 < oP l(k) and w( j + 1) > k, which is a con- 
tradiction. Hence if 1 <k < w(j), then o-‘(k) < j. On the other hand if 
w(j)<k<o(j+ l), and if w-‘(k)> j+ 1, then by Lemma (2.21) 
b(k,k E C(n), consequently, DJ j+ , ,k = 0. Also, since bjWcj, E C(n) and 
a[j+l]w(j+ 1) E C(m), therefore, D, j+ , lo( jJ = 0. Hence we have proved ( ei) 
unless w(j+ l)+ 1 E(r*))‘[r*(o(j+ l))]. In the later case, by 
Lemma (2.20) r(o(j+ l))~C(m), t(o(j+ l)+ l)~C(n) (since (2) and 
(2*) have been avoided), consequently, ~I-j+,,co(j+,J+ll=O. Hence we 
have completely proved (*i) if Card( Bi) = 2. 1 
(2.26) COROLLARY. With reference to (*** ), we have for each i, 
exp(mM) < r exp(a,A i). 
Proof: Obvious. 1 
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We now consider “Case 2.” Definitions (2.27) and (2.31), Lemmas 
(2.28)-(2.30) and (2.32), and Corollary (2.33) are required in 
Theorem (2.34) which essentially proves Theorem (2.44) in Case 2. The 
reader may want to skip the proofs of (2.27)-(2.33) in the first reading. 
Let a-‘[C(m)] c I,, and for some i, the hypothesis and conclusion (2) 
(or (2*)) of Lemma (2.20) be true. Let this be called Case 2. 
(2.27) DEFINITION. For i # j, i, j E N,, we define 
(i, 44) - ,(j, MA) if a*(i) = a*(j). 
We define 
(6 44) - ,‘(A d&d) if r*(o(i)) = z*(o(j)). 
We define 
(i, o(i)) - CL w(A) if either (i, o(i)) - ,(j, o(j)) 
or 
(4 44) N c(j, w(j)). 
Remark. Diagrammatically, this definition can be represented as 
follows: 
w(i) w(i) w(i) w(i)=wW+l 
i+l=:m mi 
(k o(i)) - ,(A 4j)), 
(.L 4j)) - ,(i 4i)), 
(2.28) LEMMA. We haoe 
(6 o(i)) - .(A W)), 
(A MA) - .(i, 4G). 
(1) (&o(i))-,(j,o(j))*j=i+ 1, and w(j)>o(i), after renaming i 
and j, if necessary. 
(2) (i, w(i))-,.(j, o(j))*o(j)=o(i)+ 1, j>i, after renaming i and 
j, if necessary. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemmas (2.10) and (2.11). m 
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(2.29) LEMMA. Zf (i, o(i)) - (j, w(j)) and (i, o(i)) - (k, o(k)), where 
j#k, then (i, o(i))- ,(j, o(j)) and (i, o(i)) - <(k, o(k)), after renaming j 
and k if necessary. 
Proof Obvious from Lemma (2.9). 1 
(2.30) LEMMA. Suppose {il <i, < ... <it} cN,, and (il, w(il))- 
(iz, did), (4, o(i2)) - (i3, w(id),..., (L I, di,- ,)I - (i,, o(i,)). Then - 
are alternately - I and - I) and o(il) < co(&) < .. . < w(i,). 
Proof: Obvious from Lemmas (2.28) and (2.29). 1 
(2.31) DEFINITION. Suppose {i, < i, < .. . < it} c N,, and the 
hypothesis of Lemma (2.30) is satisfied. Then we say that { (il, w(i,)), 
(i2, 4id),..., (4, 44))) is a chain. Suppose further that (i,, iz,..., it} is a 
maximal subset of N, satisfying this hypothesis. Then we say that 
{(i,, 4il)), (b, w(iz)),..., (i,, Mi,))} is a maximal chain. 
(2.32) LEMMA. Suppose a-‘[C(m)] c6,, and i< j. Then the following 
are true: 
(1) Zf(i,o(i))-,(j,w(j)), iea-‘[C(m)] andjE@-‘[C(n)], then i, 
jEP. 
(2) rf (i, o(i)) - ,,(j, W)), w(i) E zp’CC(n)l and w(j) E Tp’CC(m)l, 
then i, j E P. 
Proof Obvious from Lemma (2.20). 1 
(2.33) COROLLARY. For {il <i, < ... <it} c N,, let {(i,, w(i,)), 
(iz, w(i*)),..., (i,, o(i,))} be a chain. Suppose o-‘[C(m)] cdo, and either 
(1) or (2) of Lemma (2.32) is true for some k, 1 <k< t - 1, where i= ik, 
j=ik+,. Then {i,, i, ,..., i,) c P, and (il, w(i,), (iz, w(iz)) ,..., (i,, o(i,)) alter- 
nately correspond to elements in C(m) and C(n), i.e., either 
(1) i, co-‘[C(m)], i2 ~a~‘[C(n)] ,..., and 
(i,, dill - r(i2, did), (&, did)- c(i3, MiJ),..., 
or 
(2) i, Ea-‘[C(n)], i, ~a-‘[C(m)],..., and 
(il, dill)- c(i2, w(b)), (iz,4i2))- r(i3r w(G)),..., 
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Remark. Diagrammatically this can be represented as follows: 
Proof of (2.33). Obvious. 1 
(2.34) THEOREM. Suppose o-‘[C(m)]cd,, and for some i, the 
hypothesis and conclusion (2) (or (2*)) of Lemma (2.20) are true. Then there 
exists a monomial h of degree r and a size p minor H of 9 with the following 
properties: 
(1) exp(hH) = exp(mM). 
(2) gcd(h, m) # 1 # gcd(h, n). 
Proof: Let us suppose that (j, o(j)) - .(k, w(k)), j~a-‘[C(m)], 
keo-‘[C(n)], andj, kEP. Let 
{(iI, 4il)), (i2, 4iJ),..., (i,, di,))) where i, < i, < . . < i,, 
be a maximal chain containing (j, o(j)) and (k, o(k)). Let us suppose that 
(i,, o(i,))- r(i2, co(i*)), i, EC-‘[C(m)], i, Eo-‘[C(n)]. (The other case 
can be treated similarly.) Let T= CC(m)\C4i,))l u {did). Let 
h=nx,,,T Xi,. Diagrammatically this can be represented as follows: 
h = how, where I= [a-‘[C(m)]\(i,}] u {iz}. Let H be the cofactor of 
C(h) in D. We claim that H is a size p minor of W and h and H satisfy (1) 
and (2). 
To prove that H is a size p minor of .B’, it is enough to prove that 
Card[a*(N,\Z)] = Card[r*(N,\o(Z))] = p, which is obvious since i, is the 
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only element of N, such that (ir, w(ir )) - (iz, o(&)) and by construction 
i, EO-‘[C(h)]. (We have used the fact that 
aP’[C(exp(H)] =(a-‘[C(n)]\{iz))u {ir) 
here). 
To prove (1 ), it is sufficient to prove that for any Jo U- ’ [C(n)], either 
[i, <j, i, <o(j)] or [i, >j, iI > o(j)]. Hence it is enough to prove for 
any i E N,, that if i = o(i), and i # j, then either [i < j, i < o(j)] or [i > j, 
i > o(j)], the proof of which is obvious from Lemma (2.17). 
(2) is obvious since (T(I’*)E C(n)n C(h) and [C(m)\{a(i,)}] c 
C(m) n C(h). I 
Now we consider Case 3. Theorem (2.43) essentially proves Theorem 
(2.44) in Case 3 and Lemmas (2.35)-(2.37) and (2.39)-(2.42) and 
Definition (2.38) are required for this purpose (the proofs of which the 
reader may want to skip in the first reading). 
Let a-‘[C(m)] ti a,, a-’ [C(m)] d aL. Let this be called Case 3. 
(2.35) LEMMA. Suppose i # j, (i, w(i)) - (j, o(j)) and in A, (resp. 
iEd,). ThenjE6, (resp.jEd,). 
Remark. Diagrammatically, the situation in this diagram is not 
possible. 
Proof of (2.35). After renaming m and IZ if required we may assume 
iEa-‘[C(m)] andjca-’ [C(n)]. Let us suppose that (i, o(i))- ,.(j, o(j)). 
C-C can be similarly handled.) We may suppose j = i + 1. 
Let T, ={o(k): kai, kgo-‘[C(m)] and for every k’E[i,k]n 
ap’[C(m)], k’EAu}. Let T, ={k<i: keapl[C(m)] and for every 
k’E [k, i] no-‘[C(m)], k’EAU}. T= T, u T, #qb since w(i)E T,. Since 
j = i + 1 and i E d U, therefore Jo [min T, max T]. Hence by Lemma (2.17), 
by taking A = T and B = o(T), we get, Jo aI>. 1 
(2.36) LEMMA. Suppose k # i # j, (i, w(i)) - (j, o(j)), (i, w(i)) - 
(k,o(k)), iEPandjEA”. Then kEaU. 
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Remark. Diagrammatically, the situation below is not possible. 
Proof: Suppose (i, o(i)) - ,(j, o(j)) and (i, u(i)) - c(k, o(k)). (If - ( 
and wr are exchanged, a similar proof can be given.) We claim that i < j. 
For, suppose j < i, hence j = i - 1. We know that j E A “, i E P. Consequently 
o(j) > i = o(i). But j < i. This contradicts Lemma (2.11). Therefore i < j. 
We claim that k < i. For suppose i < k. Then since (i, o(i)) - c(k, w(k)), we 
have, o(i)= o(k)- 1 by Lemma (2.10). Now k > i and j= i+ 1. Hence 
k > j. On the other hand o(k) = o(i) + 1 and w(j) >w(i). Therefore 
w(j)>w(k). i~u~‘[C(m)]ua-‘[C(n)]. If iEapl[C(m)], then j, 
kEa-‘[C(n)]. If i~o-‘[C(n)], then j, kEa-‘[C(m)]. This contradicts 
the fact that k > j and o(k) < o(j). Hence we have proved k < i < j and 
o(k)=i- 1 and i=j- 1. 
Now suppose kE A,. Then i - 1 = o(k) <k < i, which means 
Ii-(i-1)1~2.Thisisacontradiction.Sok~~,. 1 
(2.37) LEMMA. Suppose that t>3, il <i, < ... <i, and {(i,,w(il)), 
(i2, diz)),..., (i,, di,))) is a chain such that i,, i ,,..., i,- , E P, i, $ P and 
i, $ P. Then the following are true: 
(1) Ift isodd, then {i,,i,jcA.or {i,,i,}cA.. 
(2) Zf t is even, then (i, E A,, i, E AL) or (il E A,, i, E A,.) 
Remark. Diagrammatically, 
t odd t even 
Proof of (2.37). After renaming m and n if necessary, we may assume, 
i, Eap’[C(m)], i, ~a~‘[C(n)],.... Also we may assume that i, EAT. (If 
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i, Ed”, a similar proof works.) Hence o(iz) = i, > i, > o(i,), 
(il, w(i,))- r(i2, co(&)), i, = i, + 1. So (i2, co(&))- c(i3, o(i3)), o(i3)= 
w(i,)+l, and so on. Finally (it-,, o(i,p,))-,.(i,,o(i,)) if t is odd and 
(i,- ,, w(i,- 1)) - ,(i,, w(i,)) if t is even. 
Suppose t is odd and i, E A,. Then w(i,- i) = i,- i < i, < w(i,), which 
means (Ll, di,-,I)-,(i,,di,)) is not possible, which is a contradiction. 
Hence {iI, it} c A,. 
Now suppose t is even and i,tzAL. Then i,>o(i,)>o(i,p,)=i,p,, 
which means (it-, , w(i, ~ i)) - ,(i,, o(i,)) is not possible, which is a con- 
tradiction. Hence i, E A,., i, E A,. 1 
Now we define a map $ as follows. 
Let T={iEN,: ieP and (&o(i))-(j,w(j)) for some j}. By 
Lemma (2.36), for each iE T, there is a unique chain C = { (iz, o(i*)), 
(4, 4i3)),..., (L ,, 4L ,)I> such that iz <i, < ... <i,-,, 
iE {iz, i, ,..., i,+, } c P and if (j,o(j))-(i2, w( iz)), j # i3, then o(j) # j and 
if(j,4j))-(i,-I, o(i,-,)),jfi,-2, then w(j) # j. Let c be the union of 
all such chains. 
(2.38) DEFINITION. With the above notation we define, x: C+ 
{A,, AL} where ~1 C is defined as follows: 
(1) Suppose (j, o(j))- (i2, co(&)), j$ {iz, i3,..., itpI}. Suppose that 
jEAswhereSE{U,L).ThenletX(i,)=As.,X(i3)=As,...,X(i,~,)=As.ift 
isoddandX(i,+,)=Asiftiseven,whereU*=LandL*=U. 
(2) Suppose [(j, o(j))-(i2, w(iz))* jcz {iz, i3,..., i,-,}I. Let A, be 
defined as follows. If for some j, we have (j, o(j)) - (i,- , , w(i,- 1)), j# 
{ iz, i3,..., i ,~,},thenletS=Uifj~A~andS=Lifj~A~.OtherwiseletS 
be any one of U and L. Let x(i,-,) = As+, x(i,-z)=A, ,..., x(i,)=A,* if t is 
odd and x(i2) = A, if t is even. 
Remark. This definition can be represented diagrammatically, as 
follows: 
t odd 
The motivation for this definition is to find an h which will satisfy the 
properties of Theorem (2.43). Roughly speaking, we think of certain points 
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on the diagonal as points of A,, and of certain other points on the 
diagonal as points of A,. 
Let A’s= {JET: x(i,o(i))=A,}. 
(2.39) LEMMA. Suppose ie T and x(i, o(i))= A,. Then for every 
Jo As u A;, we have, (i, o(i)) - (j, o(j)) is impossible. 
Remark. This can be represented iagrammatically as follows: 
Proof of (2.39). Obvious. [ 
(2.40) LEMMA. A,, A;, A,, A’, are mutually disjoint sets. 
Proof Obvious. u 
(2.41) LEMMA. 
Proof: A; u A’, c a-‘[C(m)] u a’[C(n)] by Corollary (2.13). 
A, u A, c a-‘[C(m)] u o-‘[C(n)] by Lemma (2.17). 1 
(2.42) LEMMA. Card(A. u A;) < r or Card(A, u AL) d r. 
Proof Suppose the statement is false. Then 
2r < Card(A. u A;) + Card(A, u AL) 
=Card A, +Card A, +Card A;+Card A’, 
<Card[a-‘[C(m)] uo-‘[C(n)]] 
= 2r since m, n are coprime. 
This is a contradiction. 1 
(2.43) THEOREM. Let a-‘[C(m)] ti JU, a-‘[C(m)] & 6,. Then there 
exists a monmial h of degree r and a size p minor H of W with the following 
properties: 
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(1) exp(hH) = exp(mM). 
(2) gcd(h, m) # 1 # gcd(h, n). 
Proof: Suppose that Card(d, u A;) d r. Let S be any set such that 
A U u A; c S c N, and Card(S) = r. Let h = ni, s Diocij. Diagrammatically, 
Let H be the cofactor of C(h) in D. We claim that H is a size p minor of W 
and h and H satisfy (1) and (2). 
To prove that H is a size p minor of W, it is enough to prove that no two 
rows (columns) of the matrix of H coincide. Suppose two rows of H coin- 
cide. Then (&w(i))-,(i+l, w(i+l)), i, i+l~N,\(A.ud~). Hence i, 
i+ 1 E A, u A;. By Lemma (2.35), {i, i+ 1) d A,. By the definition of A)L, 
if either of i or i+ 1 is in AL, then the other is in 1,. This is a contradic- 
tion. Hence H is a size p minor of 9. 
(1) is immediate from Lemma (2.17) and (2) is true because of the 
assumption that aP’[C(m)] ti a,, o-‘[C(m)] # JL. m 
Now we put together several pieces-viz. (2.23)-(2.26) (2.34), and 
(2.43 )-in Theorem (2.44). 
(2.44) THEOREM. Let m, n be coprime monomials of degree r in k[L@] 
and let M, N be size p minors of 92 such that exp(mA4) = exp(nN). Then we 
can write 
mM-nN=x(+)aiAi, (#I 
where each a, is a monomial of degree r, each Ai is a size p minor of B’, such 
that exp(mM) < exp(a,AJ for each i. 
Proof: In Case 1 the proof follows from Corollary (2.26). Otherwise, by 
Theorems (2.34) and (2.43), there exists a monomial h of degree r and a 
size p minor H of 9 such that exp(hH) = exp(mM) and gcd(h, m) # 1 # 
gcd(h, n). We have, 
mM--nN=(mM-hH)+(hH-nN) 
= gcd(m, h)(m’H - h’H) + gcd(h, n)(h”H - n”N), 
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where exp(m’A4) = exp(h’H), exp(h”H) = exp(n”N), and deg(m’) < deg(m), 
deg(n”) < deg(m). Hence by induction on deg(m), the theorem is true for 
m’M- h’H and h”H- n”N. Now Lemma (2.4) completes the proof. i 
(2.45) THEOREM. Theorem (2.44) is true without the assumption that 
m, n are coprime. 
Proof Immediate from Lemma (2.4) and Theorem (2.44). 1 
3. STANDARD BASES 
(3.1) THEOREM. Zf6 E Z,(9), then exp(M) 1 exp(8)for some size p minor 
M in 9. 
Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that 8 is 
homogeneous. Let t9=xi cimiM, where ci l k\(O}, m, is a monomial of 
degree r, Mi is a size p minor of 9, and m,M, < mi+ , Mj+ 1, for each i, 
where < is defined more generally (cf. (2.1)) as follows: Let f, g be 
monomials of degree r, F, G be minors of 9 of size p, 
fF=C c,fifi, c,E{-1, l},fi<f,+,,Vi, 
I 
gG=Cdigi, d,E{-l,l},gi<gi+~yV~ 
WedelinefF<gGifforsomet,f,=gifor l<i<t-1 andf,<g,. 
Since m,M, cm,, , Mj+ 1, for each i, we get, exp(m,M,) < 
exp(mi+ ,Mi+ ,) for each i. If exp(m,M,) <exp(m,M,), then 
evWJ I evW. 
Now suppose exp(m, M,) = exp(m,M,). 
8 = C cimiMi 
= c,(m, Ml - m,M,) + (Cl + cJ m,M, + C CimjMi 
i>2 
= Cl 
( > 
c UjAj + (Cl + cl) m,M, + 1 cimiM,, 
i is-2 
where exp(ujAj) > exp(m 1 M, ), for each j, by Corollary (2.41); in particular, 
a,Aj > m, M, for each j. Now we are done by induction on m, M,. 1 
(3.2) DEFINITION. A subset 9 of W is called a ladder if whenever X,, 
X,,E~, i<k, j<l, we have, Xi,, Xkj~Y. 
(3.3) COROLLARY OF (3.1). Let 9’ be a ladder. With Z,(9) as defined in 
Section 1, if 0 E Z,(9), then exp(M) ( exp(8) for some size p minor M of 3’. 
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Proof. Since Z,(9) c Z,(a), by Theorem (3.1), exp(M) 1 exp(8) for 
some size p minor M of 9. Since I,,( 9) c k[9], so exp(0) E k[.Y], hence 
exp(M) E k(9). By Definition (3.2), M is a size p minor of 9’. 1 
(3.4) COROLLARY. The size p minors of 8 form a standard basis of 
Zp(W (4 C31 or C41). 
Proof. Obvious. 1 
4. PRIMALITY OF Z,(B) 
(4.1) THEOREM. I,(&?) n k[P’] = Z,(Y). 
Proof. Let 0~ Z,(9) n k[Y], where 0 is homogeneous. By 
Corollary (3.3), exp(M) 1 exp(8) for some size p minor M of Y. Now 
0 = exp( 0) + other terms 
= exp(M) . (cf) + other terms, 
where f Ek[.Y]isamonomialandcEk\{O} 
= M.(cf) +8’, 
where 0’~ Z,(a) n k[.Y],8’ is homogeneous, 
deg( 0’) = deg( 0) and exp( 0’) > exp( 0). 
Now 3 being obvious, we are done by induction on exp(fI). 1 
(4.2) THEOREM. Z,(g) is prime. 
Proof. Obvious from (4.1) since Z,(a) is prime (cf. [ 1, 2 or 71). 1 
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